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Abstract—Building and debugging robotic programs is known to be difficult. The robotic community has produced numerous tools, APIs and middlewares to help debug and trace the construction and execution of robotic behaviors. However, most of available debugging tools are text and log-oriented, leading to a tedious and ad-hoc debugging activity.

In this paper we fully describe VizRob, a tool to debug robotic behaviors using logs and execution time. VizRob produces interactive visualizations built from log traces within a state machine model, that is, the visual representation of the behavior. VizRob is founded on deficiencies we empirically found from semi-structured interviews and a revision of tutorial materials. A small case study received an initial feedback of VizRob in a robotic software engineering team. Our case study shows: (i) VizRob helps engineers solve intricate debugging scenarios and (ii) engineers perceive VizRob as filling a relevant gap within the current tools for building robotic behavior.

I. INTRODUCTION

Robotic behaviors are commonly implemented using large and complex pieces of software. Although the robotic community has produced efficient APIs and middlewares to build robotic systems, there is still a need for adequate tools to comfortably debug those systems.

One important aspect of developing a robot is building its behaviors. A behavior can be seen as a reactive problem and can be modeled using nested state machines. A survey taken by RoboCup participants [1] shows that state machines are one of the most affected algorithms when the robot has problems.

To understand the limitations of current debugging techniques, we reviewed prominent learning materials of ROS [2], the de-facto standard of robotic development. We then surveyed three robotic software engineers. This step is key to identifying patterns and tools commonly used in robotic software debugging. Subsequently, we employ these patterns to design a set of visualizations of ROS logs. We produced three visualizations, each showing a particular aspect of the logs, including logs’ severity and frequency. These visualizations are packaged in a tool called VizRob. We also provided an implementation of VizRob for SMACH [3], a widely used framework to build robotic behaviors.

We receive initial feedback of VizRob from six robotic software engineers. Our results show that VizRob is key to solving complex debugging situations and it is positively perceived by the experiment participants. In particular, all of them acknowledge that our approach is relevant, highly promising and significantly reduces the effort to process logs compared to textual tools.

Contributions. The paper makes the following contributions:

- A description of VizRob, a set of high-level visualizations of logs and execution time in nested state machines;
- Description notes of the design decisions on VizRob;
- A first small case study to gather perception and usability of VizRob.

Outline. Our paper is structured as: Section II reviews learning material of ROS and SMACH and surveys three robotic software engineers. The section also formulates a set of research questions considered in this paper. Section III presents related work. Section IV describes the visualizations embedded into VizRob. Section V presents design notes of VizRob. Section VI details the case study we conducted to obtain an initial feedback of VizRob. Section VII answers our research questions. Section VIII presents the threats to validity of the case study. Section IX concludes and presents our future work.

II. CURRENT DEBUGGING PRACTICES AND RESEARCH QUESTIONS

We conducted an informal survey of debugging and logging techniques for robotic behavior. We reviewed learning and teaching material related to ROS as well as surveyed three professional programmers (Section II-A). We use results from this effort to formulate a set of research questions (Section II-B), which will be considered to design VizRob.

A. Looking at common logging and debugging problems

To understand how developers use logs, we:

1) analyzed several robotic programs. All of them are programs used in tutorial materials for ROS.
2) surveyed three robotic software engineers working in robotic behaviors.
3) contrasted engineers’ answers to what we found in the tutorial materials. We found recurrent situations related to debugging robotic behaviors using logs.

The analysis of ROS learning material and programs indicates that the most important logging practices are: marking critical events on the robot (e.g., low battery), indicating value of variables (e.g., battery level, distances), values of published variables, value of received variables (e.g., text heard, pose of the robot), marking part of the program (e.g., starting to move), marking the part where the program failed (e.g., the program did not receive a value, it did not plan a path). These situations are recurrently employed as “typical situations” for which a logging facility should be employed.
The results of our analysis is similar as to the results by Valdman [4] for generic log files. He stated that logs often show values of variables (e.g., battery level) and that logs present information that developers consider important (e.g., low battery, marking part of the behavior of the robot).

We contrasted what we found in learning materials with the survey of three software robotic engineers involved in robotic behavior from different robotic teams. We found the following:

- The three engineers use the ROS logs system.
- They only use `print` when they debug. After finishing the debugging process, those `print` instructions are removed.
- They use the ROS logging facility in a similar fashion as provided in the ROS learning materials.
- Logs are the most common way to understand what the robot is doing, but it is not the only way. We found other ways to introspect the robot behavior: using the lights of the robot or making it speak to indicate some aspect of its behavior. Another way is by using the `ipdb` debugging tool and analyzing saved executions a posteriori.
- Logs are complemented with dedicated tools (`rqt_console`, `swri_console`, ANSI colors on terminal).

Participants emphasized that logs are helpful but rarely sufficient alone, and some errors are very difficult to reproduce. The tools `rqt_console` [5] and `swri_console` [6] are sophisticated, general purpose GUI to filter and navigate ROS logs, which do not take account the domain of robotic behaviors.

The survey of Wienke and Wrede [7] shows developers also use special purpose visualization tools to monitor systems. They also state that developers mostly use `printf` or log file as debugging tools for robotic systems, while they sometimes use debuggers such as `gdb`.

All the information obtained in this section, including the data, the programs we analyzed and the survey is available online for reproducibility [9].

### B. Research Questions

Based on the debugging practices we observed, we designed the VizRob debugger for robotic behavior. We formulated a set of research questions we wish to answer:

- **Q1**: Can developers locate the causes of faulty behaviors?
- **Q2**: Can developers locate the value of the variables when the program is running? Can developers locate the possible variables that produce faulty behaviors?
- **Q3**: Is the program more error-prone in their critical parts?
- **Q4**: Can developers understand the causes of faulty behaviors?
- **Q5**: Is VizRob faster at locating faulty behaviors than using conventional debugging methods?
- **Q6**: Is VizRob faster at locating the value of the variables that produce a faulty behavior than using conventional methods?
- **Q7**: Is VizRob faster at locating the critical parts of the program than using conventional methods?
- **Q8**: Is VizRob faster at understanding faulty behaviors than using conventional methods?

Our first four research questions focus on understanding errors of faulty behaviors, while the last four focus on the time of understanding these errors of faulty behaviors.

We define the **critical parts** of a program as the part of the program where, in its execution, produces the most logs and expends most of the execution time. Also, in these parts the program produces logs of a level of severity that developers should be concerned about, such as warning and error logs.

### III. Related Work

In the previous section we mentioned `rqt_console` [5] and `swri_console` [6]. Both are sophisticated log listings for ROS systems. The `swri_console` has several log filters to focus on the important logs. However, both tools are for generic purposes, not being able to use the domain of robotic behaviors.

SMACH [3] is an API for nested state machine popular with ROS. SMACH provides a run-time visualization that shows the machine, the current executed state of that machine and several variables that are passed between states.

FlexBe [9] is a tool to create behaviors using visual programming, auto-generated code and already coded states. It also monitors and supports modification of the behavior at run-time. Because it uses visual programming, it also provides a visualization of the states and transitions of the built machines.

LRP [10] is a live programming language for behavior-based robots. In LRP, developers can build behaviors on the fly, *i.e.*, they can change the behavior of the robot while the robot behaves. LRP provides a visualization of the state machines that changes dynamically when the code is changed.

All these tools offer high level, run-time visualizations of state machines. However, these visualizations do not allow visualizing state machines produced by other tools. On the other hand, VizRob has an open API for developers to use other tools.

Moreover, the mentioned tools only visualize the machines without additional information. This reduces the feedback the tool gives to developers. VizRob integrates more than the machine visualization, *i.e.*, logs and execution time, providing more feedback than the previous tools.

There are visualizations for log files depending on the domain of the execution, for example, ASTRO [11] is a tool that visualizes log files produced by unit tests. This tool allows developers to see more than just passed or failed tests.

Augmented Reality has been used to debug the data captured by the robot, comparing this data against the real world [12, 13]. This helps developers to understand if the captured data is precise. While these tools analyze the data of the sensors, VizRob uses logs information on the domain of robotic behaviors to show developers where, in the program, the behavior may be failing. Both techniques are complementary, using both may give even more feedback to developers.

### IV. VizRob

We use a graph metaphor to represent state machines and use polymetric views to represent metrics [14]. Section IV-A presents the common features of all VizRob visualizations.
Sections IV-B, IV-C describe our visualizations. Section IV-D discusses the navigations between visualizations. VizRob is an artifact available online.

As far as we know, there are no available visualizations that help developers to understand how logs being produced in a nested state machine type of program. We used VizRob for that purpose.

The core of VizRob is independent of the robotic behavior API. VizRob is able to work with any API if a suitable bridge between VizRob and the API is built. Also, the API itself should follow the nested state machine paradigm. VizRob generates the visualizations automatically with the provided information passed by this bridge. VizRob is bridged with SMACH, a popular API to build robotic behaviors in ROS.

In this section we present the visualizations provided by VizRob. We use a routine to grab an object using an artificial robot arm as our running example throughout this section.

A. Common Features

VizRob presents three distinct visualizations with common threads. Each visualization represents a state machine with nodes that represent states and directed edges are their transitions. A green border around a state indicates the presence of a nested machine. The machine name is located at the top-left corner. The names of the state are displayed with a pop-up when the cursor is over one of the states. The polymetric information of each visualization is presented in a label.

In all visualizations, states are represented as a box to which metrics are vertically and horizontally mapped: the height of a box represents the execution time (i.e., the time of execution inside the state), and the width represents the number of logs (i.e., the number of logs produced while executing this state).

An example of one of these visualizations for grabbing an object can be seen in Figure 1 (more information on this particular visualization is shown in Section IV-B). We see that the state machine contains three nested machines and a seemingly important state that has 5 incoming transitions.

Every visualization has the option to remove and show the states that are not being executed during the robot execution. This is crucial for indicating the coverage of the robotic behavior during its execution. The transitions represent static relations: they are shown if they connect the executed states, even if the transition is not triggered.

In Figure 2 we see the same execution presented in Figure 1 but with the option to only show the coverage of the behavior execution. While in the whole visualization we identified a state that seems important because it has 5 incoming transitions, we can see that this state is not even executed.

B. Types of Logs

The types of logs visualization associates states to the severity of anomalies found in the logs. States are colored in yellow, red or dark gray. When there is at least one warning log in a state, this state is yellow. A state with at least one error log is red. When there are warning and error logs in the state, red has priority. Dark gray is the default state color, without any warning or error log produced by the state.

Figure 1 shows the visualization of our running example. In the visualization there are two prominent and large states. The large yellow state, named manipulation, the biggest red square is called GET_OBJECT and the smallest red square is called GET_GRASPS.

Figure 2. Figure 1 while turning on the coverage option. All the states that do not execute in this example disappear.

Fig. 1. Type of Logs Visualization. The big yellow state is called MANIPULATION, the biggest red square is called GET_OBJECT and the smallest red square is called GET_GRASPS.
C. Error Logs

It is relevant to highlight logging data indicating erroneous behavior. The error logs visualization uses a dedicated color mapping. The number of error logs emitted from the execution of a state is linearly mapped to a gray-to-red fading. In this visualization, a red box indicates the state that emitted the largest number of error logs, while a gray state is the state with the least number of error logs.

Figure 3 illustrates the error logs visualization. We see that get_object is not the state that triggers the most error logs, even if it triggers the highest number of logs of any severity. The small red square is named get_grasps and deserves to be carefully considered by the robotic software developers.

D. Frequency

Determining the number of times a state is executed is relevant when debugging. The frequency visualization represents the number of times a state is executed using a white-to-black fading.

In this visualization, a state is colored black if it has many executions and is light-gray with very few executions. The number of executions of a state may vary from the time of the execution. For example, while a state can be executed for a long time, but only once, another state can be executed a short time, but many times. Figure 4 presents this visualization.

This visualization clearly distinguishes the states that are executed from the ones that are not executed. The white ones are not executed. The black ones are executed the same number of times. Note that in this execution, there are no gray states that are executed an intermediary number of times.

E. Logs Listing

Each of the previous visualizations are interactive. Clicking on a state lists all the logs associated with the state (Figure 5). Moreover, the exact location in the source file that triggered the log is also given. This list of logs offers the classical navigation and filtering options found in common debugging tools. The listing provides two filters: one for the severity and another for the name of the program where the log is produced.

F. Navigation

Details of all visual elements may be obtained on demand. Clicking on an element opens new visualizations, leading to a chain of visualizations: the previous visualization remains accessible and interactive. Clicking on a state with a nested machine reveals the nested structure, with the option to use any of the previous visualizations. When a log is clicked, it is possible to see the attributes of the logs, such as the name of the program, severity and/or message. Figure 6 exemplifies the recursive behavior of VizRob.

2In the case of ROS, the name of the program is the name of the Node producing the log.
V. VizRob Design Notes

VizRob’s core is designed around the concept of nested state machines, this allows VizRob to be independent of the robotic behavior APIs. It shows run-time information of a nested machine program: logs and execution time. It is important to simulate an execution of the behavior of the program in VizRob to get the right data to show in the visualizations.

VizRob generates its own machines, states and transitions by taking into account the information of the robotic behavior API. A Machine object contains all the State and Transition objects of that machine. For nested state machines, a state may have a unique machine instance.

Because of the run-time nature of VizRob, one of the most important aspects is how it saves the run-time information. VizRob saves the state executing of the machine, i.e., the current state. Whenever a state is executing, VizRob creates a single Status. A Status is the representation of the run-time information of a state. Here, VizRob saves all the logs that are produced in that point of the execution. VizRob also saves time when the state stops being active. With this, VizRob gets the execution time of that status.

Moreover, a state can be active any number of times in the same execution of the program (i.e., with a loop of states). For this reason, every state has a collection of statuses. The sum of all status times is the total execution time that is shown in the parametric views of VizRob (the parametric views explained in Section IV). The number of executions visualized in the frequency visualization (Section IV-D) is the amount of statuses that a state has.

VizRob allows for a machine to have more than one active state at the same time, which allows for concurrent states on the execution of a machine. In this case, the logs produced by the program are assigned to all the active states. We cannot be sure in which particular state the log is being produced.

For a machine, it groups the information already presented in states. For example, the logs of a machine are all the logs of all the states of that machine.

VizRob can be fed data automatically using a bridge that connects it with the desired robotic behavior API. The API should offer a way to expose relevant information about the static and dynamic configuration of the state machine. In particular, we designed a bridge that connects VizRob with SMACH [3], a popular ROS API to develop robotic behaviors. By using an extra interface shown in Figure 7, VizRob connects with the SMACH program, receiving the data while the program is running. The data that VizRob collects is: the static structure of the machine, the current states of the running machine and the logs of the program. VizRob is fed with the data of the SMACH program while the SMACH program is running, this allows assigning the program logs to the running states and setting the execution time and the number of executions of the states. This data is then processed by VizRob to automatically build the visualizations after the program stops. The program needs to stop for VizRob to collect the final information of the programs (i.e., the execution time of the last active states).

VizRob only shows one execution of a behavior at a time. If VizRob is not stopped at the end of the behavior, it may clash with the information of a new behavior. For VizRob SMACH, to allow the recollection of data for a new behavior, a new connection with SMACH should be created, using a new instance of the VizRob SMACH UI.

VI. Initial Feedback: Case Study

We received an initial feedback of VizRob through a small scale case study involving six robotic engineers (who we refer to as participants in the remaining of the paper). The participants are members of the UChile Homebreakers team. All the participants of this team have extensive experience in participating at the RoboCup competition (RoboCup@Home league) and all are experienced with nested state machines. The team built and designed the software aspects of two

robots: Bender and Pepper.

We also have as a participant a former member of the UChile Robotic Team. This participant has extensive experience in participating at the RoboCup competition, RoboCup-Soccer league. The participant is an expert at building behavior and handing all software aspects of the NAO robot.

For the sake of reproducibility, the data produced in this case study is available online. It includes videos, audios and the answers of the pre and post questionnaire.

A. Robotic Behaviors

We visited the UChile Homebreakers team on site and the participants agreed to use VizRob to debug robotic executions, on 2 different robotic behaviors. We asked the participants to use VizRob on faulty behaviors with difficult-to-debug anomalies, but also in seemingly correct behaviors. An apparently correct behavior may still have errors during its execution.

The first behavior is Speech and People Recognition (SPR), which consists of 3 routines: categorizing people in a crowd (e.g., determining gender and age); then, an operator asks questions about the crowd; finally, the robot is surrounded by participants according to the behavior they debug and the team of a particular behavior in 3 executions of it. We label the behavior, thanks to a group of yellow states that were connected to each other. This group of yellow states shows several warning logs that are connected within the same problem.

The second behavior considered in our case study is Grasping. In this task, Bender positions itself in front of a table. It recognizes an object located on the table and grabs it.

The participants employed VizRob on 3 different executions of these 2 different behaviors.

B. Problems found

In this case study all participants should find problems of a particular behavior in 3 executions of it. We label the participants according to the behavior they debug and the team they belongs to. For the behavior we use S for SPR and G for Grasping. For the team we use H for UChile Hombreakers team and R for UChile Robotic team.

For the SPR behavior we had 3 participants labeled SH1, SH2 and SH3. Two of them have a knowledgeable experience using SMACH and one of them has an advanced experience (within the scale: None, Beginner, Knowledgeable, Advanced and Expert). All are undergraduate students with an experience ranging from 1 to 3 years using SMACH.

For the Grasping behavior we had 3 participants labeled GH1, GH2 and GR3. GH1 and GH2 considered themselves to have a knowledgeable experience using SMACH (within the same scale as before), while GR3 do not have experience in SMACH. However, GR3 is an advanced robotic developer with more than 5 years of experience and 3 to 5 years of experience using ROS. GH2 is a Master student and GR3 is a professional holding a Master degree.

Depending on the execution of the behavior, participants found different types of problems in the executions thanks to VizRob. We list some of the techniques using VizRob that the participants employed to find these problems:

- **Error logs are important:** The red states on the visualization are important, they show problems for all the five executions that they appeared.

- **Warning logs (in big states) may be important:** There are several problems that became apparent to participants thanks to the yellow color on states for warning logs, especially when there were a lot of logs produced on that state. This is shown in the Type of Logs visualization with big yellow squares and they were relevant in the 2 executions where they appeared. The problems that became apparent at least need to be checked to see if they are important or not, as stated by GR3.

- **Similar states group errors:** In one of the executions of the grasping behavior, GH2 notices a problem that was visible, thanks to a group of yellow states that were connected to each other. This group of yellow states shows several warning logs that are connected within the same problem.

- **Frequency visualization group several states:** Connected with the previous problem, after finding all the yellow states, changing to the frequency visualization, GH2 notices that the errors not only were connected, but happened multiple times. The frequency visualization shows states with a lot of executions, indicating that the robot tried several times to grab an object, but finally give up.

- **Problems with variables:** In 2 of 3 executions of the SPR behavior, there were problems of not filling or wrongly filling variables for the SMACH API. This is found by the three participants of the SPR behavior, thanks to a red square presented in the type of logs visualization. In one of the executions of SPR, SH3 believes this error is responsible for making the robot incorrectly answer questions, even when the execution of the routine to answer questions is several states ahead of the state where the error appeared.

**Seemingly correct behaviors can have problems:** One of grasping behavior executions performed correctly, resulting in the robot grabbing the object. However, the three participants notice several problems that may affect the robot in the future. These problems are apparent in the type of logs visualizations with yellow and red states.
C. VizRob vs participants’ debugging tool

In robots like these, it is common to have several open terminals that execute different aspects of the robot. All participants stated they only use the terminal where they executed the behaviors to debug and not the other terminals that executed other aspects of the robot. They look at the logs in that terminal to see what is happening.

When the error of a behavior crashes the system, it is easy for the participants to find it because the last log of the usually terminal points to the crash. However, SH3 mentioned that VizRob helps to better localize the cause of the problem, because an error may be triggered way before it manifests in the execution. With VizRob, the participant can see that the program seemed fine until the error, reducing the debugging time for these kinds of errors. SH1’s conclusion is similar: any other tool to debug is for generic purposes and they spend too much time looking for the right information.

The participants believe they can find almost all the errors they found with VizRob by using the terminal. However, all of them believe it is difficult and time consuming using the terminal compared with our tool. Within the terminal it is difficult to find the right log because of its information overload. These errors can be found by tools like rqt console. However, with this tool they still may have a problem locating the root of the error if they do not see where the error is in the execution, as we previously mentioned.

Some errors can be found just by being present in the task at hand. If the robot is incorrectly answering a question, then it is easier to hear that the robot is performing poorly instead of looking at logs in any kind of sophisticated tool. However, with VizRob, SH3 found the cause of why the robot was answering incorrectly. The participant believes he could not reach the same conclusion by solely using the terminal.

In seemingly correct behaviors, participants told us they mostly ignore if there are problems because the robot behaves correctly. As we mentioned in the previous section, VizRob helps developers find problems even in correct behaviors, while they did not even try to find those errors in the terminal.

D. Use of VizRob

Five of the six participants first used the coverage option to find what the last state of the execution of the behavior was, believing they would find the error there.

After finding the last executed state, all the participants used the Type of Logs and the Error Logs visualizations to have a general view of the problem and click on the state that may have a problem. GH1 told us that these visualizations help him see if the machine is having other problems or if the current error stems from an earlier problem in the execution of the machine.

Three of the participants found VizRob extremely useful (on a scale of “not useful”, “somewhat useful”, “useful”, “extremely useful”), while the other three found the tool useful. All of them wanted to adopt VizRob on the debugging of robotic behaviors. Two of them would use VizRob to solve issues in complex robotic behaviors.

GH1 told us that many events occurred while executing a robotic behavior. However, most of these events are not noticeable in the same terminal where the behavior of the robot runs. For example, it is not possible to see low-level hardware logs in the terminal of the behavior of the robot. VizRob is considered to be a significant change in that respect.

Moreover, robots are known to have problems of uncertainty and these problems may affect the robot in future executions of the same behavior, as stated by GR3. GH2 also stated that if there are problems that do not affect the execution of the machine in an isolated context, it may affect the execution of more complex behaviors when using this machine with others. Both participants agree that VizRob may reduce these issues because, with VizRob, they found problems even in a seemingly correct execution.

VII. Answering our Research Questions

Taking into account the previous experiment, we answered the eight research questions listed in Section II-B

Q1: positive answer. The participants found several problems in all the executions, even with the execution that worked seemingly fine. VizRob helps them in finding faulty behaviors.

Q2: negative answer. VizRob does not help developers in finding the value of variables and how they change in time, nor in correct and faulty behaviors. Our best guess is that in the executions at hand, the developers do not use or only use a small number of logs to show the value of the variables.

However, participants still see the value of some variables that were useful. Nevertheless, these kinds of logs do not seem prominent in executions of the robot in the case study.

Q3: no answer. Even when the participants found more errors in the critical parts of the robot, we are not sure if in these parts there are more errors than other parts. Nevertheless, we show that critical parts are important places in the behavior of the robot and they need to be analyzed.

Q4: positive answer. The participants not only found the place where the faulty parts of the behaviors were, but also they gave several insights about why the robot may be failing. One participant stated this when he told us that the tool helped them to better pin down the possible causes of the faulty behavior.

Q5, Q6, Q7, Q8: positive answer, but only based on participant perception. In all the questions related to time, all participants considered this tool much faster to find bugs and therefore, to fix them rather than using their conventional methods. This is an important statement, however, it cannot be verified without a rigorous comparison.

VIII. Threats to Validity

In this section we present the most important threats to validity for our case study.

Ready to use VizRob. All participants found VizRob more comfortable to use rather than using their normal way of debugging. However, one of them explicitly told us that if VizRob is not as easy to install as if it is to use, he may not find it as comfortable as he stated.
Nevertheless, we do not want to measure that part of the development (even as important as it is), we only want to measure the effectiveness of VizRob in finding errors in the behavior. With that in mind, the participants found a significant number of errors using VizRob and they stated that VizRob helps them in locating the errors in an accurate and faster fashion.

**Lack of comparable baseline.** Because we conducted a small scale case study, we do not have a satisfactory baseline to compare to VizRob. The participants do not use sophisticated tools to debug programs, they only use the terminal. We therefore expect better results using VizRob.

Nevertheless, our case study is not about comparing VizRob against the terminal, or any other debugging tool for now. In this work we want to show how participants behave when using VizRob. Also, we want to show that the participants can find errors using VizRob without a long previous training.

**IX. Conclusions and Future Work**

In this paper we presented VizRob, a debugging tool for robotic behaviors. This tool incorporates metrics based on logs and execution time into several visualizations of nested state machines, a classical paradigm to represent robotic behaviors. Developers can navigate into the machines and states to see focused information of that particular element. Developers can look at the overall information or immerse into the behavior and focus their attention on a particular part of the system.

VizRob is fed on the fly by developers. In particular, it can be fed by running programs with a proper bridge between the program and VizRob. Using our bridge between SMACH and VizRob, developers can feed VizRob with behavior-based programs using SMACH.

We received initial feedback on VizRob using a small scale case study among six software engineers from the UChile Homebreakers team and the UChile Robotics team. Our preliminary findings show that participants find several errors in robotic behavior programs and they suggest solutions for these errors, even without looking at the source code of the programs. VizRob is positively perceived by the participants, and in particular, all of them want to adopt this tool in the future when they program robotic behaviors.

However, VizRob intensively uses the logs of the system. If the logs of the system are insufficient, VizRob may be insufficient for developers too. Nevertheless, VizRob still uses information of execution time of the program, showing developers where programs expend more of the time. This may be useful for developers, even for them to notice where the program needs more logs. This is an interesting approach and worthy of a future study for our tool.

VizRob has two main lines for future work. First, with our preliminary findings we need to conduct more experiments to measure the real value of the tool. In this work we have positive findings based on the qualitative information that participants gave us. It is important to measure the value of VizRob in an experiment with quantitative value.

Second, there are several ways to improve the usability of VizRob. VizRob is fed at run-time because we plan to make visualization of running nested state machine programs. This is, VizRob will become available at the same moment it is receiving data, not only after the execution of the program. We also expect VizRob to simulate the execution of the program. In this simulation developers could navigate the visualizations of the state machines at any point on the execution of the program, not only at the end. This will allow them to have much more information of the behavior of their robots at any point of time.
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